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Sog twitch ii

We value your privacy. We use cookies to provide the best possible site experience. By using our website, you acknowledge that you accept our terms of use and our privacy policy and that they accompany you. × Feature Rich The Twitch is a sophisticated SOG knife. It is a quick opening knife, assisted by a fin or an
inch. The Twitch is available in three sizes, the Twitch I is the smallest, the Twitch II is medium sized, and there is also a Twitch XL version. Copyright ©2020 Blade HQ. Server: new.web01All rights reserved Description SOG Twitch II LT Specs: Overall Length: 5.99 (152mm) Closed Length: 3.55 (90mm) Blade Length:
2.64 (67mm) Cutting Edge: 2.72 (69mm) Blade Thickness: 0.0.0 082 (2.082 (2.082 (2.082 (2.082 (2.082 (2.082 (2.082 (2.082 (2.082 (2.082) 2.082 (2.082 (2.082 (2.082 (2.082 (2.082 (2.082) Steel Blade: AUS 8 Handle Material: Aluminium Handle Thickness: 0.33 (8.36mm) Pocket Clip: Tip Up Weight: 3.3oz (94g) Lock
Type: Lockback Manufacturer Ref. but the Twitch II fits the mold of a large pocket knife. 2.7-inch stainless steel blade excels in a wide range of tasksSpring-assisted speeds mechanism deploymentSecure, Friendly locking mechanismPrice: $44.99Buy NowAs a child, I was constantly bugging-uh, asking my dad for his
knife when I needed to open boxes and packages, cut ribbons from gift boxes, or any other strange work required something sharp. He was a knife carrier for life (well, at least all my life), so I knew he would always deliver. Somewhere along the line, I inherited a knife from the Swiss army, but as I couldn't exactly bring
that to school, EDC's habit didn't stick. Nowadays, having a knife at hand is essential if I'm on or off the clock. If I don't use it to open packages for work, I have it with me for all the tasks I encounter when hiking and camping. Most of the time, a pocket knife does the trick, and the most impressive I've tested is SOG
Twitch II. It's not flashy, and there are other knives out there that weigh less or are made with steel that holds an edge for longer. But it's a nice size, strong, and easy to use. Manufacturers have many decisions to make regarding the design of a blade, and the main one is the type of steel to use. (Here, SOG opts for
Japanese stainless AUS-8.) But one choice that gets much less scrutiny is length. A blade that is too small of a knife, but one too large makes it cumbersome to stuff around. The Twitch blade measures 2.65 inches; according to my estimate, it's just in the sweet spot. It can handle the cut in thick plastic packaging or
deconstruct several cardboard boxes in one sitting, but when it's on my belt or in my pocket, I tend to forget the under 3 ounce knife is there. Trevor Raab By choosing stainless steel over a high-carbon metal, SOG controls the price and reduces the necessary to keep the Twitch in working order. It has a higher threshold
for rust and corrosion - a good thing if you use it frequently with food or near water - but you will need to sharpen it fairly regularly. I had a good two months of moderate use before I needed to touch up the edge, which becomes sharp. Combined with its full flat grind, the knife even makes smooth cut under relatively little
pressure. And when I needed to lie down, the smooth aluminum handle was comfortable by hand and just big enough for my handle. (If you have larger hands, you might consider the Twitch XL, which is slightly larger in size.) SOG Twitch II SpecificationsWeight: 2.6 ozClosed Length: 3.55 inches. Blade length: 2.65
inches. Blade thickness: 0.1 in. Blade Steel: AUS-8Blade Style: Plain drop-pointHandle Material: AluminumLocking Mechanism: LockbackThere are a few ways to open the Twitch. The substantial kick on the end of the tang has a series of grooves that have lent pleasant purchase. Pushing down engaged a reel spring
mechanism, so that the blade came out of the aluminum handle quickly. (If you don't use enough force, you may need to give the blade a small tug up before it clicks firmly in place.) There are also two large thumb studs — a nice ambidextrous touch — but they have been placed a little too close to the handle for
comfortable use. SOG installs a sliding lock on the handle for further assurance that the blade will not deploy accidentally. It was so small that I found myself forgetting that I had hired him more than once. A padlock keeps the blade completely extended and makes closing easier. Pushing down on part of the spine of the
handle to close the knife was faster and felt safer than fiddling with a frame coating or lock that leaves the fingers more exposed. The downside is that a lockback could eventually wear out, causing the tang to squirm when it is extended. But SOG supports all its knives with a lifetime warranty, so if you have a problem,
there is an easy solution (even if you end up having to cover part of the cost). Trevor Raab Trevor Raab If you're not a fan of the standard grey aluminum handle, SOG makes an elegant black Twitch (the black handle is paired with a dark titanium nitride coating on the blade) or a more traditional version with a rosewood
handle. And many retailers still wear limited edition models: choose between green aluminum, coral aluminum, or brass handles. His performance, more than his appearance, earned the Twitch of many fans over the years, but its discreet appearance was not too simple to attract my father's attention. He is the one who
asks all the time to borrow a knife. I guess I owe him a few thousand favors there. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You might be able to find more information about it and similar similar to piano.io piano.io
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